Activation-relaxation processes and related effects in quantum conductance of molecular junctions.
We reveal the comparative relationship between small changes in quantum conductivity behavior for molecular junctions. We clarify the mechanisms of acquiring and losing additional thermal activation energy during average current flow in a gold-1,4 benzenediamine (BDA)-gold molecular junction and explain the quantum conductance modulation process. Small changes in working temperature lead to a change in quantum conductivity, which is reflected in random telegraph signal behavior. We demonstrate the high sensitivity of the BDA molecules to small changes in temperature. For BDA molecules, conductance thermo-sensitivity values are relatively high near to [Formula: see text] This advantage can be used to measure weak variations in the ambient temperature. We show that the additional thermal energy arising from the change in temperature can impact on the strength of the electrode-molecule coupling, on the modulation of quantum conductivity. Local changes in quantum conductance of the order of quanta or smaller are conditioned by small random changes in the working regime arising from some of the activation processes. On the basis of the modulation of conductance, we calculate the magnitude of the spring constant of the 1,4 benzenediamine molecule as [Formula: see text] at the stretching length of 0.03 nm for the Au-NH2 molecular junction.